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a b s t r a c t

The concept of detecting scour severity by analyzing the change in the Predominant
Natural Frequency (PNF) of a bridge pier has been gaining increasing interest in recent
years. Previous studies primarily focus on this topic using less cohesive soils such as highly
erodible sands, whereas no discussions have been reported on the influence of soil char-
acteristics, especially those of cohesive soils, on the PNF. This missing knowledge gap is
critical for this application as cohesive soils are an essential part of the soil-pier interaction
to determine PNFs. This study aims to fill this knowledge gap by investigating three issues
that are related to soil characteristics: 1) the effect of soil types on the PNF variation; 2) the
questionable issue regarding the pier diameter effect for soil-pier dynamic modeling using
the Vesic analytical expression; and 3) contradictory statements in the existing studies
regarding the influence of the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF variation. For the purpose,
a series of lab-scale tests is first conducted, and a Winkler-based numerical model is then
developed and validated against the experimental results to investigate the effect of soil
characteristics on the PNFs measured from systems with cohesive soils and those with less
cohesive soils. We found that the soil characteristics affect the PNF by providing a different
lateral stiffness to the soil-pier interaction. The strength of the soil-pier interaction mainly
depends on the lateral stiffness of each type of soils. In-depth discussions are also made to
clarify the pier diameter effect on the predicted PNFs from both less cohesive and cohesive
soils. It was clarified that the distribution of the soil’s elastic modulus determines whether
the pier diameter effect needs to be considered using the Vesic analytical expression.
Further simulations are finally conducted with more complex and realistic field soil con-
ditions to mediate the contradictory statements regarding the influence of the soil’s elastic
modulus. The simulation results indicated that the soil’s elastic modulus significantly in-
fluences the PNFs. The PNF variations differ under different elastic moduli of soils and
distributions of elastic moduli with soil depths.
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1. Introduction

Scour around bridge foundations is a major threat to bridge safety for inducing bridge failures [1,2], which severely im-
pacts the service to road users. As reported by Yu et al. [3], over 20,000 bridges in the United States are subjected to de-
ficiencies resulting from critical scour issues. Among them, more than 870 scour-induced bridges collapsed in the past 40
years [4] and, many bridges are in danger of failures resulting from scour, leading to the enormous financial cost for bridge
repairs and retrofitting. Furthermore, scour-related catastrophes greatly endanger human lives as scour-induced bridge
collapses occur suddenly without prior warnings. Such concerns lead to the momentum in the prevention of scour issues.

Numerous efforts have been made to estimate the critical scour depth. The traditional way to evaluate scour depths is to
install underwater instruments near bridge foundations such as sonar devices [5] and tethered buried switches [6]. Such
instruments can detect information regarding a certain scour depth if a scour hole reaches the critical depth. Unfortunately,
various challenges exist in the efficiency, reliability, durability, and cost-effectiveness of these instruments to provide
continuous information on the scour evolution, which is of great significance to bridge safety against scour-induced bridge
collapses. To address this problem, several new sensors have been developed for continuous scour monitoring. The mech-
anisms of these sensors, which allow for monitoring of bridge scour, includemeasuring the changes in the reflected ultrasonic
pulses between water and soils [7], reading the disturbances of rocks with different IDs to the Earth’s magnetic field [8,9],
detecting the large differences between the dielectric properties of water and sediments in the time domain signals [3,10],
analyzing the received signal’s strength in the reflected acoustic beams measured from soil deposits [11], etc. The observed
data confirmed that these techniques can provide continuous information on the scour progression for monitoring certain
sour conditions. Even though those traditionally and recently developed sensors for scour detection can measure scour
depths directly and continuously, they give no further information on the health condition of a bridge caused by the current
scour depth because of a gap between them.

A novel way to detect scour severity based upon vibration has been attracting increasing research attention in recent years.
This novel approach is possibly themost feasible and applicableway for long-term bridge scourmonitoring by providing real-
time and critical information on the health condition of a bridge. The hypothesis of this approach is that scour has an effect on
the frequency spectrum of a bridge or a bridge component, such as a pier. To explore this concept, numerical simulations have
been conducted to investigate the relationship between the Predominant Natural Frequency (PNF) and scour depths [12e15].
The simulation results have verified that the PNF of a bridge pier decreases with scour progression. In addition to the sim-
ulations, both laboratory tests [16] and field tests [17] have confirmed that the PNF decreases as a scour hole develops. Efforts
have also been made to provide an in-depth understanding regarding the effectiveness of the PNF-based scour detection
approach on different types of foundations [16,18] and on ambient vibration measurements [16,19], useful schemes for data
post-processing [19,20], and influence of the fluid-structure interaction [21]. Further progress to advance this scour detection
method has also been made by investigating the optimal location for sensor installations [22], and discussing the PNFs
measured from symmetrical and unsymmetrical scour holes [22]. One recent contribution for the topic is that Prendergast
and Gavin [23] compared five widely used formulations of the initial stiffness with experimental results and concluded that
the Vesic [24] analytical equation is more accurate for soil-pier dynamicWinkler modeling. Most recently, a bespoke vehicle-
bridge-soil interaction model was developed to detect scour based on the PNF using a moving vehicle [15,25]. The results
reported by Prendergast et al. [15] showed that the magnitude of changes in the PNF is sufficiently large for scour severity
monitoring and also confirmed that moving vehicles can generate realistic dynamic signals for obtaining the PNF for scour
monitoring.

Despite the above progress, there are still three unclear issues that are related to soil characteristics in the framework of
the PNF-based scour detection approach. First, there have been no discussions on the effect of soil types on the PNF variation,
though soils are an essential part of the framework of this application. Most conventional tests were performedwith lab-scale
models in a flume using less cohesive soils, such as highly erodible sands [16,17], due to time and economic constraints.
However, cohesive soils such as clays are an essential part of the soil-pier interaction. In fact, many floodplains, where most
bridge foundations are located, are composed of less erodible soils [26]. Field measurements reported byMueller andWagner
[27] also showed that cohesive soils are the bedmaterials for many real bridges, of whichmany piers, e.g., a real bridge pier in
Texas, are subjected to serious scour issues (scour depth over 7.1m). The properties and behavior of these materials are thus
critical to the soil-pier interaction for those real bridges, and as a result, may alter the way that the PNF varies as scour
develops. Second, the pier diameter effect is still questionable [28] for soil-pier dynamic modeling using the Vesic [24]
analytical expression. Though Prendergast and Gavin [23] concluded that this analytical expression is more accurate
compared to the other four expressions, the pier diameter effect in fact is not considered in Ref. [23] as the modulus of
subgrade reaction has no diameter term in the denominator of the original expression [24]. The results from Ling [29] and
Carter [30] showed that the pier diameter effect is significant and the results are more accurate if this expression is modified
to consider the diameter effect; while the later results from Ashford and Juirnarongrit [31] indicated that the pier diameter
effect is insignificant and the results obtained using this expression directly are more accurate. This controversy, which in fact
is greatly influenced by soil characteristics (see details in Section 3.3), needs to be clarified. Third, contradictory statements
have been made in the existing studies regarding the influence of the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF variation [32]. The
numerical results from Huang’s model [33] indicated that the soil’s elastic modulus has a negligible impact on the PNF; while
the numerical results from Zhang’s model [18] showed that the numerical PNFs are significantly different if the elastic moduli
are different. The soil’s elastic modulus is an important mechanical property of all types of soils to determine soil stiffness for
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the soil-pier interaction. Therefore, such contradictory statements need to be investigated to understand the influence of the
soil’s elastic modulus in the PNF-based scour detection approach.

To advance the topic, this study aims to investigate the influence of soil characteristics, especially those of less erodible
soils, on the PNFwith a focus on the soil-pier interaction. The main objective is to resolve the above three issues related to soil
characteristics. In Section 2.1, a series of lab-scale tests is conducted with an open-ended pier embedded in a less cohesive soil
and a cohesive soil. A Winkler-based numerical model is developed in Section 2.2 and validated against the experimentally
measured PNFs in Section 3.2 to understand the soil-pier interaction provided by the cohesive and less cohesive soils. Critical
discussions regarding the pier diameter effect for soil-pier dynamic Winkler modeling are made in Section 3.3 for two lateral
stiffness determination methods. The diameter effect on the predicted PNFs from both less cohesive and cohesive soils using
the Vesic [24] analytical expression is clarified based on the published data and the results obtained in this study. Further
simulations with more complex and realistic field soil conditions are conducted in Section 3.4 to mediate the contradictory
statements in the existing studies regarding the influence of the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF.

2. Methods

2.1. Lab-scale test

2.1.1. Testing description
A typical approach of PNF-based scour detection is to install a sensor on a bridge pier, either in the laboratory [16,17] or in

situ [34], to record the dynamic response in the free vibration of the pier generated by an external force. The change in the PNF
can then be obtained by transferring the dynamic data from the time domain into the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [17,35]. The laboratory test conducted by Prendergast et al. [17] using a steel rod as an open-ended pier
confirmed the reliability of utilizing the PNF to detect scour progression. The following sensitivity study made by Prendergast
and Gavin [36] further validated the applicability of this method for full-scale bridge scour detection. Following the test
method used by Prendergast et al. [17], in the current study, a lab-scale model with an open-ended pier was constructed and
investigated to assess the dynamic response of a pier embedded into a sand and a clay, respectively. The sand used to consider
a less cohesive soil was uniformwith the same grading (Fig. 1(a)). The clay utilized to consider a cohesive soil had a medium
plasticity collected from a landslide site near a river (Fig. 1(c)). A real pier could have different material properties and
geometric configurations. Therefore, four different piers were adopted and embedded into the above two soils. The concrete
column and brick were used to simulate bridges with a single column pier and rectangular pier, respectively. The hollow pipe
and steel rod were utilized to simulate bridges with steel piers. The soils were housed in a plastic tank with dimensions of
520mm, 855mm, and 1280mm in depth, width, and length, respectively. The soils were compacted layer by layer in an
increment of 150mm, in which the sand was compacted to an approximate 100% relative density.

An accelerometer was mounted at a location that is very close (10mm) to the top of a pier to record the dynamic response
as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (c). To collect dynamic data, the accelerometer and a modal hammer were connected to a data
acquisition system as shown in Fig. 1(b). The modal hammer was utilized to generate vibration by applying a transient force
onto the plane where the accelerometer was fixed. The system responded instantly when the transient force was applied.
Dynamic signals of the pier and the transient force at each impact were recorded by the data acquisition system. This system
was established to take data samples at a scanning frequency of 3000Hz.

The scour process was simulated by removing the soil around the pier. The initial scour level (Level 1) corresponded to the
situation of no scour hole around the pier. The scour Level 6 was the final scour depth for each test pier, for which 5 layers of
Fig. 1. Components of laboratory scour test: (a) a test pier in the sand, (b) data acquisition system and (c) a test pier in the clay.
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soil were removed. An increment in the scour level of 20mmwas used to simulate progressive scour. As explained above, four
types of test piers were used. The geometric properties and scour conditions of each pier type are detailed in Table 1. The
schematic of the geometry of the test piers is shown in Fig. 2. The simulation results concluded by Ju [21] showed that the
difference in the PNFs calculated with and without the fluid-structure interaction was small. Therefore, the effect of the
water-pier interactionwas assumed to be negligible and not considered in this study. However, water was added into the soil
matrix because soils around a bridge pier, in reality, are underwater. The volumetric water contents of the sand and clay
matrices are approximately 10.8% and 62.1%, respectively. Under this water content condition, the clay is nearly saturated and
therefore, the PNF measured in such the clay can be considered to be close to that of fully saturated clays around bridge piers.
PNFs measured in the sand also can be considered to be close to those measured in sands around bridge piers, because the
water content has a negligible effect on the major mechanical property of sands [37], i.e., the elastic modulus.

2.1.2. Experimental results
According to Refs. [35,38], it is of great importance to assess the impulse force applied to the pier because the frequency

and the duration of the contact between the hammer and the pier could cause negative effects on the measured dynamic
signals with noises in the initial portion of the signals. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) depict a typical impulse force applied to the pier
and its frequency spectrum. The contact duration is less than 2ms, and an almost constant frequency amplitude from 0Hz to
500 Hz is maintained within this duration. The impulse force generated in this study can thus be regarded as an ideal impulse
as proposed in Ref. [35].

Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the measured dynamic responses of the hollow pipe in terms of acceleration in the sand and clay
matrices at scour Level 1 and Level 6. The acceleration contains a significant amount of high frequency vibration including
assembled and superposed waveforms due to local effects [17,39]. The aim of this study is to extract the PNF of the pier in the
low frequency range to identify the scour depth, which is not relevant to those high frequencies. Therefore, a low-pass filter
was applied to the signals of acceleration in Fig. 3(c) and (d) to show the difference in the periods between scour Level 1 and
Level 6. A similar approach was used in the study of Prendergast et al. [17]. The filtered signals are shown in Fig. 3(e) and (f).
The results clearly show that the periods in the filtered signal of scour Level 6 are significantly larger than that of scour Level 1
due to a greater scour depth.

In order to obtain the PNF at each scour level, the FFTwas then used to transfer the original dynamic signals rather than the
filtered signals from the time domain to the frequency domain. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the PNF of the hollow pipe decreases
from 20.5 Hz (Level 1) to 14.2 Hz (Level 6) in the sand matrix. The PNF decreases from 17.6 Hz to 10.5 Hz in the clay matrix. In
Fig. 4(b), a similar result was obtained in the frequency spectra of the concrete column, in which the PNF decreases from
130.6 Hz (Level 1) to 51 Hz (Level 6) in the sandmatrix and from 37Hz (Level 1) to 19.2 Hz (Level 6) in the clay matrix. In all of
the tests, there is a clear reduction in the PNF regardless of the types of piers and soil media (Fig. 4(c)-4(f)).
Table 1
Geometry of the test piers and initial scour situations.

Test pier Height
(mm)

Width/Length
(mm)

Diameter (inner/outer)
(mm)

Embedded length (sand/clay)
(mm)

Scour Increment
(mm)

Soil
compactness

Concrete
column

306
e

-/153 226/156 20 high

Concrete brick 406 77/100
e

236/166 20 high

Steel rod 1640
e

25 300/250 20 high

Hollow pipe 1610
e

49/51 290/260 20 high

Fig. 2. Schematic of the geometry of test piers.
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As indicated in Fig. 4(c)e4(f), the change in the PNF variation may depend on the geometries of the test piers. The PNF of
the brick (Fig. 4(d)) decreases relatively fast at the beginning when compared to that of the concrete column (Fig. 4(c)) in both
the sand and clay matrices. For the concrete column and brick, the PNFs measured in the different soils are different. To be
more specific, the range of the PNF response in the sand matrix is considerably larger than that in the clay matrix. This is
mainly due to the higher level of interaction with the sand attributed to a high relative density than the level of interaction
with the clay. However, PNF variations of the hollow pipe and the steel rodmeasured in the sand and clay from Fig. 4(e) and (f)
seem similar. Unfortunately, those observations are not conclusive and only provide limited insights into the influence of soil
characteristics by simply comparing the PNF variations in Fig. 4(c)e4(f). A numerical study is therefore conducted to provide a
better understanding of the influence of soil characteristics, which will be discussed in Section 3.2.
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2.2. Numerical model

2.2.1. Theoretical formulation
In order to investigate the effects of soil characteristics on the PNF, a numerical model based upon theWinkler model was

developed to simulate the above lab-scale tests. The hypothesis of the Winkler approach is to model the pier using a series of
beam elements and to represent soils as a series of unconnected and concentrated springs perpendicular to the pier [40]. The
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soil-pier interaction of this model can be easily implemented and yield sensible and good results in foundation engineering
practice [40e42]. In this section, the hollow pipe and the steel rod were utilized as a pier in the simulations, in which the
lateral spring was considered only without the rotational spring as those were done in the existing literature [29e31,43]. To
simulate progressive scour, the springs were gradually removed from the top to the corresponding scour depths in the tests.
The numerical models used to model the lab-scale tests are shown in Fig. 5.

The dynamic responses of the model to a given impulse force can be calculated with the dynamic equation of motion as
shown below [44].

½M�€x þ ½C� _x þ ½K�x ¼ F (1)
where ½M�, ½C� and ½K� are symmetric matrices for the mass, damping and stiffness, respectively; x is the displacement vector;
€x and _x are the acceleration and velocity vectors, respectively; and F is the external force vector. In this study, the modal
analysis was adopted to compute the natural frequency of the system. This method solves Eq. (1) to obtain the natural fre-
quency of the beam partially embedded in the soil by analyzing the linear undamped free vibration of that beam. Based on
this, Eq. (1) can be simplified to

½M�€x þ ½K�x ¼ 0 (2)
The general solution to Eq. (2) can be assumed of the form, xðtÞ ¼ Ueiut , where u is the angular natural frequency of the
beam and U is the modal shape function. Substituting this solution into Eq. (2), we can obtain�

½M� � u2½K�
�
U ¼ 0 (3)
Eq. (3) is an eigenvalue problem that can be solved to obtain u. Then, the natural frequency of the beam, f , can be
computed simply using f ¼ u=2p. To compute the natural frequency in the modal analysis, the programwas developed with
the assistance of MATLAB.

2.2.2. Soil stiffness determination for winkler spring
The stiffness of springs is crucial in correctly modeling the behavior of the soil-pier interaction. To satisfactorily represent

the lateral stiffness of soils around the test piers, the Small-Strain Stiffness Method (SSSM) and the American Petroleum
InstituteMethod (APIM)were used in this study as both can yield the good lateral spring stiffness of soils to a pier inwhich the
predicted PNFs are close to the measured ones according to Ref. [17].

2.2.2.1. APIM stiffness for sands. According to the API design code [45], the APIM uses the load-deflection (p-y) curves of
different types of soils to provide the lateral stiffness, in which the lateral stiffness of sands can be easily estimated as the API
code provides the initial subgrade reaction curves with respect to the relative density of sands based on the p-y curves [45].
The lateral soil p-y relationship for sands is [45]:
Fig. 5. Schematic of discrete springs spaced along the test piers and its dimensions for simulations of: (a) the hollow pipe and (b) the steel rod.
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p ¼ Apu tanh
�
kH
Apu

y
�

(4)

where p is the lateral load per unit length of a pier (kN/m); y is the lateral deflection (m); A is the factor to account for a cyclic

or static loading condition; pu is the ultimate bearing capacity at a certain soil depth of H (kN/m); and k is the initial modulus
of subgrade reaction (kN/m3) which can be determined with the relative density of sands. Since a lateral impulse force
impacting a pier within a very short duration induces very small strains in the sand mass, the dynamic responses of the sand
mass on the sand-pier boundary can be represented by differentiating Eq. (4) at y¼ 0 [17]:

dp
dy

¼
Apu kH

Apu

cosh2
�
kH
Apu

y
�jy¼0 ¼ kH (5)
The lateral stiffness of sands of the soil-pier interaction is given by multiplying kH in Eq. (5) by the spacing between
adjacent springs at discrete locations along the pier.

2.2.2.2. SSSM stiffness for sands and clays. The lateral stiffness of soils in terms of the SSSM is typically associated with strains of
a small order as lateral dynamic loading causes small strains in a soil mass [46]. The critical parameter for dynamic analyses on
the small strain level is the elastic modulus E0. The distribution of this modulus in the soil stratum can also reflect the effective
overburden pressure of realistic soil conditions via the overburden correction factor of the Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
[29]. The geophysical method [47] was used to assess E0 of the soils used in the laboratory tests for the simulations. As shown
in Fig. 6, two metal columns were embedded into the soil matrix at a certain wave propagation distance. The velocity of
compression waves in the soil matrix was calculated by measuring the difference between the arriving times at the impact
point and the point at which the signal was received using an accelerometer. E0 in most cases varies with the soil depth.
However, in this study, E0 was assumed to be uniformly distributed within the soil matrix because the soil used in the
laboratory tests was compacted uniformly. The velocity of a compressionwave in the sand and clay matrices are estimated to
be 213m/s and 216m/s, respectively.

The soil’s elastic modulus E0 can then be computed using the following expression [47]:

E0 ¼ rV2
c ð1þ nÞð1� 2nÞ

1� v
(6)

where v is the small strain Poisson’s ratio of soils; Vc is the compressionwave velocity (m/s); and r is the total mass density of
soils (kg/m3), which was estimated using the sand-cone method according to ASTM D1556.

According to Ref. [31], the lateral spring stiffness can be determined by multiplying the modulus of subgrade reaction K
(kN/m2) by the spacing of the adjacent springs. The relationship between K and the material properties in an elastic con-
tinuum in terms of the Winkler spring model is given by Eq. (7):

K ¼ 1:0E0
1� n2

�
E0D4

EpIp

�1=12
(7)

where D is the pier diameter (m); and EpIp is the flexural rigidity of the pier (kN m2).
Snad matrix

Accelerometer

Hollow pipe

Propagation
distance

Impact parallel
to distance

Fig. 6. Geophysical methods for E0 measurements.
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3. Results and discussions

In this section, the numerically computed PNFs are validated against the experimentally measured PNFs. Discussions
regarding the pier diameter effect are made for the two stiffness determination methods. Further discussions are also made
based on more complex and realistic field soil conditions to mediate the contradictory statements regarding the influence of
the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF.
3.1. Stiffness derived from SSSM and APIM

The lateral stiffness of soils for the lab-scale tests is shown in Fig. 7. For the hollow pipe, the lateral stiffness of both the
sand and clay is uniform along the hollow pipe in the SSSM, while the lateral stiffness obtained by the APIM linearly increases
with soil depths. It can be clearly seen that the APIM stiffness is much lower than the SSSM stiffness, which may make the
default APIM fail to reflect the real situation of the tests. The reason for this inappropriate distribution is that the sands used in
the laboratory were compacted to an approximate 100% relative density. However, the initial modulus of subgrade reaction k,
by default in the APIM, was estimated at a relative density of 80%, which thus underestimates the stiffness of soils used in the
tests.

To provide a better estimation of stiffness, the APIM stiffness was modified by multiplying the initial modulus of subgrade
reaction k by 3. The reason for this is that the APIM stiffness should be comparable to the SSSM stiffness, because the SSSM
stiffness is computed based on the parameters of the soils tested experimentally. After this modification, the average of the
modified APIM stiffness is then comparable to that of the SSSM stiffness (Fig. 7(a)). For the steel rod, the lateral stiffness of
both the sand and clay derived from the SSSM is uniformly distributed along the axial direction of the steel rod as shown in
Fig. 7(b). The modification was then made using an identical procedure to that used for the hollow pipe to obtain the
appropriate APIM-based stiffness.
3.2. Comparison between measured and computed PNFs

The numerically computed PNFs of the hollow pipe and the steel rod were compared with the experimentally measured
PNFs in both the sand and clay matrices. As can be seen in Fig. 8(a), the variation of the PNF with scour depths of the hollow
pipe in both the sand and clay using the SSSM-based lateral stiffness agree well with the experimental data. However, the
APIM-based PNF seem to be overestimated in a large scour depth range because soils provide higher values of the APIM-based
lateral stiffness in a large scour depth range than those in a small scour depth range.

The computed PNFs of the steel rod are slightly higher than the measured PNFs in both the sand and clay as shown in
Fig. 8(b). This slight error in the numerically computed PNFs is due to the fact that the experimentally measured PNFs were
underestimated during the test. This is because the embedded length of the steel rod is too small when compared to its total
length and consequently, the free vibration frequently generated by the modal hammer led to a small gap between the soil
and the steel rod at locations close to the soil surface, resulting in low values of themeasured PNFs. However, the springs used
to simulate soils around the pier interact with the pier in an ideal condition, leading to higher values of the computed PNFs
than the measured PNFs.

To investigate the effect of soil characteristics, it is also helpful to compare the PNF with respect to soil types. For the
hollow pipe in Fig. 8(a), the PNF in the sand matrix is larger than the corresponding values in the clay matrix for the same
embedded length. A similar result for the steel rod can also be found in Fig. 8(b). Additionally, this phenomenon was also
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observed in the tests with the other pier types, i.e., the concrete column and brick presented in Fig. 4. The reason for this
phenomenon is that the piers involve a higher level of interactionwith the sand than the level of interaction involvedwith the
clay in the tests due to the very high relative density of the sand. In essence, the soil characteristics affect the PNF by providing
a different lateral stiffness to the soil-pier interaction. Therefore, for real bridge conditions, the soil type can serve as an
indirect factor. The lateral stiffness of each type of soils plays a dominant role in the PNF by means of determining how strong
the soil-pier interaction is.
3.3. Discussions on the applicability of winkler model regarding pier diameter effect

In this section, the pier diameter effect is discussed for the APIM and the SSSM separately.
For the SSSM, the pier diameter effect is considered in Eq. (7), i.e., the Vesic analytical expression. However, the termwith

the pier diameter has the power of 1/12 and thus, this term is very close to 1.0 for most piers. Furthermore, the pier diameterD
in this termwill be canceled out for most piers with a circular or a square shape, because the moment of inertia of the pier Ip
also has the fourth power of the pier diameter or width. Therefore, the modulus of subgrade reaction is independent of the
pier diameter in Eq. (7). However, the results shown in Fig. 9 from ten series of lateral load tests on piers embedded both in
sands and clays indicate a significant pier diameter effect [29]. To reduce the deviation, Carter [30] suggested adding a ratio
between the pier diameter and a reference diameter to Eq. (7)

K ¼ 1:0E0
1� n2

D
Dref

�
E0D4

EpIp

�1=12
(8)
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where Dref is 1.0m. Eq. (8) uses the linear relationship between D and K to reduce deviations. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the ratio
between measured results and predicted ones tends to be close to 1.0 using Eq. (8).

Different results [31] in Fig. 10 show that the predicted PNFs of the piers with varied diameters using Eq. (7) are more
accurate than those using Eq. (8) when compared to the measured PNFs. This seems contradictory to the results in Fig. 9. In
fact, the original form of Eq. (7) is derived based on the soil with a constant E0 [24]. The pier diameter effect is thus insig-
nificant when the dynamic active length of piers is embedded in the soil with a constant E0 [48]. The dynamic active length L
in soil layers can be calculated by Ref. [49].

L ¼ 2D
�
Ep
E0

�1=4

(9)
Though two stratified soil layers with different E0 values are considered in Fig. 10 [31], the calculated active length is fully
located within the first soil layer. Therefore, the predicted PNFs of the piers in Ref. [31] should be similar to those obtained
from the first soil layer with the constant E0.

For the laboratory tests in this study (see Fig. 8), the pier diameter effect is also insignificant because we use the sand and
clay with constant E0 values. As can be seen in Fig. 11, there are significant deviations for the hollow pipe in either the sand or
the clay if the pier diameter effect is considered. This further indicates that the pier diameter is insignificant and it is more
accurate to use Eq. (7) directly if a pier or the active length of that pier is embedded in soils with a constant E0. According to
Ref. [48], the pier diameter effect will become significant if the active length is embedded in soils having an increasing E0with
soil depths. The reason for the results shown in Fig. 9 is that the distribution of E0 in the soils increases with depths. Therefore,
the distribution of E0 in the soil strata is very critical for determining whether the pier diameter effect needs to be considered
or not for the SSSM.

The APIM used in Section 3.2 excludes the effect of pier diameters (see Eq. (5)). This assumption is reasonable for the test
piers adopted in this study, because a small lateral impulse force impacting the piers induces the “very small” [28] deflection
range. In this range, the initial modulus of subgrade reaction k is almost a constant [28]. Good predicted results for sands can
also be observed from the study [17] without the pier diameter effect. However, this assumption is not valid for piers in the
“relatively small” or “large” [28] deflection ranges under loads, because the initial stiffness of lateral springs is dependent on
the geometry of piers in these ranges [28]. For PNF-based scour detection, the magnitude of loads to obtain PNFs is small, but
it is still difficult to determine if the pier deflection range of vibration is “very small” or “relatively small” according to the
classification in Ref. [28]. Because the deflection range depends on the sand condition, i.e., relative densities and friction
angles, e.g., the “very small” deflection range is less than 2.54mm in the sand condition in Ref. [28]. Essentially, the lateral
resistance provided by sands, i.e., the elastic modulus, plays a significant role. Therefore, the pier diameter effect could be
neglected for bridge piers with vibration in the “very small” deflection range, but needs to be considered beyond that range.
To consider the pier diameter effect in sands, four typical formulations tomodify the original APIM are summarized in Table 2.
These modified formulations use a reference diameter to reduce the deviation caused by excluding the pier diameter effect.
Comparisons of these formulations with numerical results are detailed in Ref. [50], and the accuracy of each formulation
varies with load magnitudes [50]. In addition, the lateral stiffness used in the APIM can be obtained by translating the values
calculated using 3-dimensional soil-pier modeling based on in-situ soil conditions [43,51], so that the pier diameter effect and
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Table 2
Modified formulations to the initial modulus of subgrade reaction for sands.

Reference Formulation Parameter Modification

Wiemann et al. [52]

k
�
Dref
D

�4ð1� aÞ
4þ a

a ¼ 0:5 � 0:6
Dref ¼ 0:61 m

pier diameter D

Sørensen et al. [53]
a
1
H

 
H

Href

!b 
D

Dref

!c

4d
a ¼ 50 MPa
Href ¼ 1 m; Dref ¼ 1 m
b ¼ 0:6; c ¼ 0:5; d ¼ 3:6

D; soil depth H; and angle of internal friction 4

Sørensen [54]
a
1
H

 
H

Href

!b 
D

Dref

!c 
E0
Eref

!c a ¼ 1 MPa; Eref ¼ 1 MPa
Href ¼ 1 m; Dref ¼ 1 m
b ¼ 0:3; c ¼ 0:5; d ¼ 0:8

D; H; and soil’s elastic modulus E0

Kallehave et al. [55]
k
1
H
Href

 
H

Href

!m 
D

Dref

!0:5 m ¼ 0:6; Href ¼ 2:5 m
Dref ¼ 0:61 m

D and H
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soil conditions are considered by the values translated to the APIM. Therefore, these methods can be reasonably adopted
based on field sand and load conditions.

3.4. Influence of the elastic modulus on the PNF

The good comparison between the experimental and the simulation results confirmed what we observed in the exper-
iments and also, in return, validated the developed Winkler-based numerical program. The influence of the soil’s elastic
modulus and the significance of the distribution of the soil’s elastic modulus for the soil-pier interaction modeling are also
exhibited. However, the lab-scale model is not able to reflect the distribution of soil moduli with depths, which could be
complicated in reality attributed to the hydrologic and geologic history of the site. In addition to that, contradictory state-
ments, which are proposed in Ref. [32] but not addressed, can be found in the existing studies regarding the influence of the
soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF variation. That is, the numerical results from Huang’s model [33] indicated that the soil’s
elastic modulus has a negligible impact on the PNF because the different elastic moduli lead to negligible differences in the
values of the numerical PNF, as shown in Fig. 12(a). However, a different conclusion was obtained in Zhang’s model [18],
where the numerical PNFs are significantly different if the elastic moduli are different, as shown in Fig. 12(b). Numerical
simulations are conducted to explore the above two issues in this sub-section.

For this purpose, the above validated Winkler-based numerical program for a cylindrical concrete pier with a deck on its
top was implemented to consider a simply-supported beam bridge with more complex and realistic field soil conditions
according to Refs. [56,57]. This modeling setup considered a variation of the monopile foundation, in which a monoplie and a
pier column supported by that monopile were assumed to be a whole homogenous column. 3.6m beam elements in the air
and 11m sprung beam elements were used. A scour increment of 0.5m was used in the simulation. The elastic modulus
distribution of soils can be determined based upon the field tests of the deep coastal plain sediments where the elastic
modulus distributions of both sands and clays are measured and reported in Ref. [58], which confirmed that the soil’s elastic
modulus is either increasing, uniformly distributed, or decreasing with soil depths. According to Ref. [49], the parabolic in-
crease of E0 with depths is also common for realistic soil conditions. Based upon the field observations [58] and the parabolic
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equation [49], four scenarios with different elastic modulus distributions in the soil strata were simulated, i.e., linearly
increasing from the top to the bottom, uniformly distributed, linearly decreasing from the top to the bottom, and parabolic
increase of E0 with depths. The model used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 13. A 1.5m pier diameter was chosen based on
real bridge piers with scour issues according to Ref. [27]. The lateral stiffness was derived using the SSSM because this
approach is capable for any type of soils, and also can consider the pier diameter effect in terms of the distribution of E0 with
depths. Eq. (7) was used to determine the lateral stiffness for uniformly distributed E0, i.e., Scenario A in Fig. 13; while Eq. (8)
was utilized for the other scenarios, i.e., Scenarios B-D.

As illustrated in Fig. 14(a), the variations of the PNFwith scour depths differ at different elastic moduli. The soil with a high
elastic modulus provides a very high frequency in the whole scour depth range. An interesting finding is that the influence of
the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF is actually significant in the cases analyzed in this study. This is because the lateral
stiffness of the soil is dependent on the soil’s elastic modulus. A high soil’s elastic modulus provides a high lateral stiffness.
Also, the rate of the decrease in the PNF is dependent on the soil’s elastic modulus. The PNF calculated in the soil with an
elastic modulus of 100MPa decreases faster when compared with that with an elastic modulus of 10MPa.

The numerical simulations for increasing moduli, decreasing moduli and parabolic increase of moduli with soil depths
revealed interesting trends that have not been reported before. For the soil with a linearly increasing elastic modulus, the PNF
variations are different under different modulus distributions as shown in Fig. 14(b). The PNF is higher if the elastic modulus
of the soil at the bottom is greater, which is due to the larger lateral stiffness provided by the soil with a higher elastic
modulus. The PNF obtained based on a linearly increasing elastic modulus is also higher than that obtained using constant E0
if that constant E0 is equal to the modulus of the bottom layer in each linearly increasing elastic modulus. This indicates that
the PNF mainly depends on the elastic modulus at the bottom. For the soil with a linearly decreasing elastic modulus, the PNF
variation is almost the same, especially in a large scour depth range, if the soil’s elastic moduli at the bottom are equal
(Fig. 14(c)). The PNF obtained using constant E0 is higher than that obtained based on a linearly decreasing elastic modulus.
The main reason is that the PNF is more heavily or even primarily dependent on the distribution of the soil’s elastic modulus.
This reason can also be supported by the results presented in Fig. 14(d) for the parabolic increase of E0 with soil depths. The
PNFs coincide if the soil’s elastic moduli at the bottom are equal. These findings further confirm and detail the conclusions
from the lab tests and the numerical simulations in the previous sub-sections: the soil’s elastic modulus considerably affects
both the absolute value and the variation of the PNF by providing different lateral stiffness to soils around the pier. These
Fig. 13. Schematic of the model used in the simulation.
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findings provide valuable insights and guidance for the implementation of the PNF-bridge scour detection method in field
conditions including soil characteristics.

4. Conclusions

A series of lab-scale tests with both a cohesive soil (clay) and a less cohesive soil (sand) was performed to investigate the
change in the PNFs of varying types of an open-ended pier with different scour severity. A Winkler-based numerical model
was developed to investigate the difference in the PNF associated with both the cohesive and less cohesive soils to formulate
the soil-pier interaction in numerical simulations. Two methods to determine the stiffness of soils were used for the cohesive
soil or the less cohesive soil. The numerically computed results were validated against the experimentally measured results
for mutual validation. Discussions regarding the pier diameter effect in the soil-pier dynamic Winkler modeling was made.
Further simulations were conducted to mediate the contradictory statements in the existing studies regarding the influence
of the soil’s elastic modulus on the PNF with more complex and realistic field soil conditions.

The experimental and numerical results indicated that the ranges of the PNF of the test piers in the cohesive soil and the
less cohesive soil are different. The primary reason is that the soil characteristics affect the PNF by providing different lateral
stiffness to the soil-pier interaction. The lateral stiffness of each type of soils, which determines the strength of the soil-pier
interaction, depends on its elastic modulus for dynamic analyses on a small strain level. The key focus for future scour
prediction thus could be on the determination of the soil’s elastic modulus in the strata. The soil type can serve as an indirect
factor, which affects the PNF via the elastic modulus.

Discussions regarding the pier diameter effect showed that soil characteristics play a significant role in the consideration
of this effect. For the APIM, the pier diameter effect could be neglected for bridge piers with vibration in the “very small”
deflection range, but needs to be considered beyond that range. This deflection rangemainly depends on the lateral resistance
of sands. For the SSSM, the results in this study further confirmed that the pier diameter is insignificant if a pier or its active
length is embedded in the soil with a constant elastic modulus. If the active length is embedded in the soil with a variable
elastic modulus, e.g., an increasing elastic modulus with soil depths, the pier diameter effect needs to be considered.
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The PNF variations differ at different elastic moduli of soils. For uniformly distributed soil’s elasticmoduli, a soil with a high
elastic modulus leads to a very high frequency in the whole scour depth range due to its higher lateral stiffness. The rate of
decrease in the PNF is also dependent on the soil’s elastic modulus. The PNF calculated in the soil with a high elastic modulus
decreases faster when compared to that with a low elastic modulus. These results mediate the contradictory statements in the
existing studies.

For the soil with linearly increasing elastic moduli with soil depths, the PNF is higher if the elastic modulus of soils at the
bottom is higher. However, the PNF variationwith either linearly decreasing elastic moduli or the parabolic increase of moduli
is almost the same if the soil’s elastic moduli at the bottom layer are equal. The main reason is that the PNF may be more
heavily or even primarily dependent on the elastic modulus of the soil at locations very close to the bottom. This is the first
time these interesting patterns were revealed, which could serve as a guideline for the application of PNF-based scour
detection in field conditions including soil characteristics.
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